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• The UFC captures perhaps 90% of 
mixed martial arts revenue

• The Fertittas field pleas from 
private equity and media firms to 
sell UFC. Those offers, they assert, 
exceed $1 billion

Forbes: Ultimate Cash Machines



UFC Gate Figures

UFC 98 $3.3M

UFC 100 $5.1M 

UFC 102 $1.9M 

UFC 104 $1.9M 

UFC 106 $3.0M



Pay Per View Sales Figures

UFC 98 635,000

UFC 100 1,600,000

UFC 102 435,000

UFC 104 500,000

UFC 106 375,000



Average PPV Price of $50.  

UFC share of PPV estimated at 50%.

Combined Revenue (Gate plus PPV):

UFC 98 = $19,175,000

UFC 100 = $45,000,000

UFC 102 = $12,775,000

UFC 104 = $14,400,000

UFC 106 = $12,375,000

5-event total: $103,725,000



UFC 98 = $957,000

UFC 100 = $1,790,000

UFC 102 = $1,285,000

UFC 104 = $922,000

UFC 106 = $1,021,000

5-event total: $5,975,000 

or 5.7% of Gate/PPV total
**Note:  Reported figures do not include PPV bonuses, 

“locker-room” bonuses, side letter agreements 

or performance bonuses.

Combined Fighter Purses



Couture Resigns, UFC Files Suit, and 

Payment Practices Come to Light 

• Dana White reveals that despite the $250,000 reported base pay for 

Couture’s fights, Couture actually earned $2.9 million dollars for 2 

fights in 2007.  

• A signing bonus, PPV bonuses, and non-contractual “locker-room”

bonuses account for the difference in actual pay and reported pay.  

• Top Stars often have PPV incentives in their promotional contracts, 

which can add between $500,000 to $1,500,000 to a fighter’s pay.  

• Athletic Commissions, despite reporting forms, do not require MMA 

Promotions to disclose full compensation. Federal law requires full 

disclosure in boxing.



The Post-Fight Bonuses Are Predatory

“The news about the discretionary post-fight 

bonuses confirms a long-rumored trend. . . 

By keeping the world in the dark about 

bonuses, nobody really knows what's going 

on, and nobody can complain. Unfortunately 

for Dana, word spreads quickly, and this 

predatory practice of keeping everyone in 

confusion can't last forever.”

Michael Rome, Bloody Elbow



UFC is top Pay Per View Attraction

• UFC did approximately 8 million buys in the United 
States and Canada

• Six of the year’s top 10 buy rates and 11 of the top 15

--Dave Meltzer, Yahoo Sports 

8,000,000 x $25 = $200,000,000 
• PPV and Gate revenue currently accounts for about 

75% of the UFC’s combined revenue

• Combined revenue for core business estimated at 

$300-$400 million  



UFC is top Pay Per View Attraction

UFC is televised in 100 countries and broadband 

expansion could allow the group to broadcast global 

pay-per-view events using its own web-based platform.

“When everyone can watch TV on the internet, how 

many pay-per-view buys do you think we’ll do?  Four 

million? Five million [per event]? We can take this all 

over the world.”

-- Dana White, Financial Times



Other Revenue

1. Spike TV--$100 million/3 year deal

2. Event Sponsorship

3. Digital Media and Advertising

4. Branded Merchandise and Memberships

5. Licensing



Revenue Generation Platforms



Diversified Revenue Streams



“I think it's the whole brand focus, the whole brand 
identity,” Lorenzo Fertitta said. “I think it's trying to 
be the category killer, really trying to dominate the 
space you compete in.”

“But we basically sold out the arena in New Jersey 
and we did very strong. . . It showed that our UFC 
brand can carry a whole show.” Lorenzo Fertitta

“I’ve been all over the world and I don’t think 
stars losing or leaving slows things down at all.”
Dana White



Brand Influence Over Media



Athletic Commissions—Tail Wags 

the Dog 

“Jake-

Its Not What You 

Know-

Its What You Can 

Prove.”



State and Tribal Athletic 

Commissions Govern MMA

• Commission officials are typically political 

appointees

• Goal of commissions is tax revenue generation 

• Commission officials from boxing put in MMA 

positions frequently

• Commissions do not require, unlike boxing, 

disclosure of all agreements



City of Columbus gained significant 

economic benefits from March 2007’s 

UFC® 68

• Approximately 40 percent of attendees (8,000) 

visited from outside of Ohio, a boon for hotels 

and restaurants in Columbus

• According to the Ohio Athletic Commission, 

the single MMA event produced $11 million in 

external economic activity for the city



UFC’s Economic Impact 

on Las Vegas

• At UFC® 67, 72 percent of attendees came to Las 
Vegas from outside of Nevada

• Generated $86.2 million in nongaming revenue for six 
events between Feb. 2, 2008, and Jan. 31, 2009

• Attracted 80,087 people, with 56,435 of them coming 
to Las Vegas for the event

• UFC 94 was the primary reason 90 percent of the 
attendees traveled to Las Vegas

• UFC visitors have a gambling budget 60% greater 
than average and spend two times more on non-
gambling activities



UFC’s Economic Impact 

on Las Vegas



UFC Event Estimated Economic 

Impact on New York Event: 



Impact to State Government



Athletic Commissions’ Pressure to 

Generate Revenue



Big John McCarthy

• Widely recognized as the best mixed martial artist referee

• Officiated nearly 600 professional MMA matches worldwide

• Masters Hall of Fame inductee - Outstanding Contributions to the 
Martial Arts

• One of the original authors of California’s first MMA regulations 

• Recognized by the California State Athletic Commission for his 
“dedication and commitment to other officials in helping 
developing their skills and concern for athletes”

• Developed and conducted training seminars for the Association of
Boxing Commissions



Association of Boxing Commissions

• July 2008—ABC MMA Convention held

• A revised edition of the Unified Rules of Mixed Martial Arts was presented 
to over 40 attending commissions

• The amended rules were drafted by ABC's MMA Chairman Dale 
Kliparchuk, New Jersey State Athletic Control Board Deputy Attorney Nick 
Lembo, ABC President Timothy Leuckenhoff, California State Athletic 
Commission Executive Officer Armando Garcia and veteran referee “Big”
John McCarthy

• Revised draft offered rules clarifications and contained revised weight 
classes

• Additional weight classes added, in particular, breaking up heavyweight 
division where gaps of 70 pounds between opponents are possible



Big John McCarthy

“A lot of people had input and say and when it came to 

weight class change, I admit I wanted one weight class 

change. I wanted there to be a weight class between 205 and 

265. I think it's ludicrous to say that because the guys are 

bigger, you can have that big of a spread. If you have a 220-

pound guy and he's going against a 265-pound guy the day 

he weighs in, but he's 280 pounds the day of the fight, you're 

talking about a 60-pound gap.”



Big John McCarthy

“I have a problem when you have an official who is put into 
place to have an impact on the sport I love when they don't 
understand the sport, when they don't understand what the 
fighters are doing. They understand someone getting hit in the 
face. They don't understand the manipulations of the ground 
game and who is winning the fight. I probably should've shut 
my mouth because I've got a big mouth, and it's got me in a 
lot of trouble, but it's the truth. I want everyone to 
understand what is really happening in the sport so they can 

make educated decisions and judgments.”

Sherdog.com



Voicing Concerns Leads To 

Banishment

“You have some talented fighters. Unfortunately, you 
went public and said some negative things about the 
structure of __________’s contracts in the UG last 
year. To be honest, I am not sure I can work around 
that. Not seeing eye-to-eye on certain things is okay, 
but going public instead of keeping the issues you had 
private might have been a big mistake.

Wish I could help but I think this is out of my hands.”



Judging Competency

“You have to keep in mind we always 

favor the fighter who is trying to finish 

the fight, and leg kicks certainly don't do 

that.”



July 3-4, 2008 

Now it's up to the commissions to take them back and 
get them passed.  But as they did with the Unified 
Rules, it should be easier for state commissions to pass 
these rules if they can say to their legislators that this 
was something that was passed by the majority of the 
members of the Association of Boxing Commissions 
and this is what the majority of other commissions 
allow. We should be in stead with them.

--Nick Lembo

Sherdog.com



July 6, 2008

“There’s going to be a fight.  And you know I don’t 
roll over easily.  No, we’re not following that. . . It’s 
John McCarthy.  He doesn’t want to be a referee 
anymore, now he wants to change the rules. And he’s 
announcing for Affliction.”

--Dana White reaction to new weight classes

“Dana White is a promoter.  If he doesn't like 
something, he's going to lash out about it. Dana's a 
guy with power right now.  He promotes the biggest 
promotion there is in the sport, and he truly has a lot 
of control over the sport right now because the UFC is 
so powerful.  He promotes the UFC. The UFC is what 
he cares about. Does Dana truly care about fighters 
that are fighting in EliteXC? Does he truly care about 
fighters in a TFA event in California -- or in the 
Backwoods Brawl, or whatever? He doesn't care 
because it's not the UFC.”

--John McCarthy response



July 6, 2008

Nick Lembo issues press release containing the following 
statements: 

• Unified rules, in my opinion, are crucial to the growth of MMA

• I have decided that I do not support the weight class changes

• Major MMA jurisdictions like Nevada, California, Ohio,      
Florida, Quebec and New Jersey need to have an involved 
role when contemplating serious MMA rule changes

Result:  The Rules as voted upon were scrapped, and a new 
committee formed.  



In the ABC Minutes of Meeting, issued 

months after the convention, the 

following note was inserted:

Secretary’s Note: In the aftermath of the discussions 
regarding proposed changes to the Professional MMA 
Unified Rules and the Amateur MMA Rules, it was 
determined that, in light of the desired result of 
uniformity and unification, the above measures are to be 
considered “Guidelines” and not formal changes to the 
existing Professional MMA Unified Rules. Further, to 
more fully study the foundation and propriety of any 
changes to the current Professional MMA Unified Rules 
and the Amateur MMA Rules, the ABC has created a 
newly-formed MMA Committee.



Big John McCarthy/ABC

You were in the news after you had suggested some new rules be added to the Unified 

Rules at the ABC convention last year. The suggestions were sweeping the Internet and 

then sort of just went away. What happened with that?

“I was made to be the scapegoat of that whole thing. That's fine. . . I didn't say anything 

about it. It was voted on by the Association of Boxing Commissions, which is basically all 

the commissions in North America, both the U.S. and Canada. They passed unanimously.

There was a lot of talk that these were ‘John McCarthy's rules.’ Well, that's not true. . . A lot 

of people had input and say and when it came to weight class change.”

“All the other ones, I'm not going to say who put them in, but in the end, it was put on me. I 

know the truth, and there's other people out there that know the truth. There's e-mails, 

and there's film of it all – those things are out there. The truth is there. I just didn't come 

back to defend myself.”

Sherdog.com



McCarthy Returns to Officiating

• Nevada has not relicensed McCarthy to officiate

• McCarthy has not been assigned to referee WEC or 
UFC events staged in California and Ohio since 
returning to active officiating

Dana White’s Reaction to NSAC’s Decision: 

“Wow. That is my reaction.  Having a license is a 
privilege, and John said a lot of s--t about the Nevada 
commission and other commissions.”

Sherdog.com



Will we ever see John McCarthy as the third 

man again inside the UFC’s Octagon?

“I don't have any control over that. I don't hire myself. Dana's got problems with me, 
and that's fine. . . I'm sure if I got on the phone with Dana, we would talk for five 
minutes, and we could work anything out. I'm a pretty stubborn person, he's a pretty 
stubborn person. So is that phone call going to happen? I doubt it.”

Big John McCarthy

Sherdog.com

Though we have many officials who are working their way up, right now we have only 
a small pool of about 10 referees qualified to work large promotions. We select referees 
based on experience, training and number of bouts each has to date. . . Our referees are 
not categorized as ‘accepted’ by any promoter. They are either qualified for any large 
promotion, or they're not.

--Dave Thornton, Interim Executive Director, California State Athletic Commission

Sherdog.com



ABC Convention

At the same convention held in July of 2008, the 

ABC announces the official database and records 

keeper for mixed martial arts.  The records 

keeper was selected by a special sub-committee 

in March of 2008.  

A private company “won the bid” to become the 

official records keeper.



MMA Fighters-Second Class 

Citizens.

• Virtually identical to boxing counterpart with 2 

key differences: 

– It does not contain an equivalent “mixed martial 

artist’s bill of rights” that is part of the boxing 

counterpart; and

– It deletes out medical disclosures required by 

federal law in boxing.  



National ID Card

Despite not providing any of the protections 

provided by Federal law to boxing, the 

California State Athletic Commission Informs 

Fighters Federal Law Requires National ID 

Card: 



Standgate:  Allegations of the KO 

Bonus

“The promoters kind of hinted to me and they gave me the money to stand and 

trade with him.  They didn't want me to take him down, let's just put it that 

way. It was worth my while to try to stand up and punch with him.”

--Fighter - ESPN.com

“What I was insinuating by wanting to stand up was they offered money for a 

knockout -- and I just wanted to get a knockout so I could get extra money.”

--Fighter

“We're just trying to create exciting fights.  Fast-paced energy fights.  It's just 

something we've always done.”

--Jeremy Lappen, EliteXC promoter

“We don't give submission bonuses.  But the Fighter “knew a              

knockout bonus was possible before the fight.”

--Jeremy Lappen, EliteXC promoter - SI.com



Isiah Thomas is Proud: 

Lappen, following the failure 

of ProElite, is awarded the 

right to supervise and 

regulate all amateur mixed 

martial arts in California.  

The rules being followed are 

virtually identical to the pro 

version, with reduced round 

times. 



Contracts—Studio System Entertainers or 

Professional Athletes?



Onerous Contracts

• “Merit” determined in part by contractual status 

• Promotional agreements have far reaching ancillary 
rights provisions, akin to entertainers in the WWE or 
American Idol 

• Champions are locked into contracts with perpetual 
renewal provisions (“Champion’s Clause”)

• Titles are ceremonial 

• Contracts lack mutuality of obligation 

• No standard or objective rankings are utilized



“On the Shelf, Iced, Put on Ice”

• Huerta, with a record of 20-2-1 at the time and 
one of the UFC’s most marketable and 
exciting fighters, had his fights deleted from 
replay broadcasts. 

• Arlovski, recent Heavyweight champion with 
two consecutive wins, was relegated to the 
undercard of his final UFC match.  

• Frank Shamrock, the UFC’s first middleweight 
champion and arguably biggest stars of the 
1990’s, was not included in fights available for 
fan voting on the UFC’s 100 biggest fights. 

• Other fighters have been deleted from the 
UFC’s website and from UFC history 
altogether.  



Huerta and Arlovski Iced



Ancillary Rights Granted in the Promotional 

Agreements Alone are Far Reaching:

• Exclusive, worldwide rights to make any other uses of the name, sobriquet, voice, 
persona, signature, likeness and/or biography of fighter (“Identity”), and anyone 
associated with fighter (“Rights”); 

• The right to sell, assign, lease, license, sublease, use or otherwise dispose of any and 
all of the Rights and the results of the exercise thereof, and to authorize, license and 
grant the right to exercise any of the Rights; 

• The exclusive and unrestricted right to use the Identity of Fighter to exploit the 
brand, its business activities, and the business activities of any networks, stations, 
sponsors and other users and exhibitors, for any purpose including, without 
limitation, any commercial purpose whatsoever including, but not limited to,
product endorsement, whether related to the brand, third-party sponsors or 
otherwise; and

• The exclusive and unrestricted right to register Fighter (including any and all 
variants thereof) as one or more domain names for use on the World Wide Web. 



Merchandising



Image Rights Are Extremely 

Valuable

• In 2006, Muhammad Ali sold an 

80% interest in his company 

controlling his image licensing 

rights for $50 million dollars.  

• Ali still receives payments of 

approximately $1.5 million per 

year for his image rights.  

• Tiger Woods endorsement 

earnings approached $100 

million per year.  



Couture, then Heavyweight Champion of the 

UFC, is Airbrushed Out of Ad Campaigns

“I got off on the wrong foot over the ancillary rights in my contract and 

signing away my name and image, which then led to the video game and 

having myself pulled out of the video game, pulled out of the ad campaigns 

with Carmen Electra and all those things.  I wasn’t willing to just sign those 

things away like most fighters had done to date at that point”

--Randy Couture



UFC 2009 Undisputed Reaches “Platinum 

Hits” Status With Over 3.5 millions units sold

UFC licensing fee for UFC Undisputed 

estimated at 17% of gross proceeds for a total of 

(based on sales at $59.99 retail price): 

$35,694,050 on the first edition alone



An Example Made out of Jon Fitch

• Fitch declined to sign over exclusive, lifetime video game rights to the                  
UFC for no compensation, and was cut from the promotion

• At the time of his dismissal, Fitch was 18-3, and ranked amongst the best fighters in 
his weight class 

“The video game agreement that they have that they wanted us to sign was basically 
we don‘t get anything for it.  We get free publicity and promotion from the 
game, which is great, no problem. The problem is it’s a lifetime exclusive contract. 
That means we would never ever be able to work with any video game 
companies other than the one the UFC provides.”

“Working for free and selling our rights away for lifetime, that’s a little different.  
We tried to negotiate 5 or 10-year deal with them, but it wasn’t good enough. It was 
all or nothing. He wanted our lifetime. He wanted our souls forever.”

--Yahoo Sports

“It's kind of a principle thing; when's it going to stop? (If) they bully us                  
into signing a bad contract with the video game rights, what's next?                                        
What's the next thing they're going to force us into signing?”

--Fitch, USA Today 



An Example Made out of Jon Fitch

Do you think UFC is just feeling unassailable at this point? Do you think they're 
feeling invulnerable?

“That's coming from Dana himself. He said that. When we were saying we didn't think 
we were going to sign the contract, he was telling us, "Ok, you're going to get cut. Have 
fun fighting for Affliction. Where are you guys going to go? You have nowhere to go." 
That was in the threat that he used against us. They know that they have more power 
now. They know that there's no one who really can hold a candle to them.”

--Fitch, USA Today

“We’re looking for guys who want to work with us and not against us, and frankly I’m 
just so [expletive] sick of this [expletive] it’s not even funny.  Affliction is still out 
there trying to build its company. Let [Fitch] go work with them.  Let him see what he 
thinks of those [expletives]. [Expletive] him. These guys aren’t partners with us. 
[Expletive] them. All of them, every last [expletive] one of them.”

--Dana White, Yahoo Sports

Dana White extended his threat to fighters not even under contract with               
the UFC, declaring that any fighter who signs to appear in the EA Sports           
video game “won’t be in the UFC.”



The Champion’s Clause:  A 

Champion May Never Leave

“Basically I can't leave undefeated. I can't give interviews, appear 

in films or advertising. I don't have the right to do anything 

without the UFC's agreement. I could do nothing without the OK 

from the UFC. I didn't have the right to compete in combat sambo

competition. It's my national sport. It's the Russian sport, which in his 

time our president competed in, and I no longer have the right to do so. 

There were many such clauses; the contract was 18 pages in length. 

It was written in such a way that I had absolutely no rights while 

the UFC could at any moment, if something didn't suit them, tear

up the agreement. We worked with lawyers who told us that it was 

patently impossible to sign such a document.”

Fedor Emelianenko, Sherdog.com



Champion’s Clauses

UFC version:
“if, at the expiration of the Term, Fighter is then UFC champion, the Term shall be automatically 
extended for a period commencing on the Termination Date and ending on the earlier of (i) one (1) year 
from the Termination Date; or (ii) the date on which Fighter has participated in three (3) bouts promoted 
by ZUFFA following the Termination Date (”Extension Term”). Any references to the Term herein shall 
be deemed to include a reference to the Extension Term, where applicable.”

Strikeforce version:
“The initial term of this Agreement shall commence upon the date of this Agreement is signed by Fighter 
(Effective Commencement Date”) and shall expire two years from the date that Fighter signs this 
Agreement or two years from the first bout in which Fighter fights hereunder whichever is the later date, 
unless terminated or unless extended or suspended in which case this Agreement shall expire no later 
than seven years from the Effective commencement date hereof. Fighter grants EXPLOSION the option 
and the right but not the obligation to extend the term of this Agreement (“extended term”) upon the 
same terms and conditions except as hereinafter set forth for an additional one year if Fighter at any time 
during the term hereof holds or held a Strikeforce Championship Title.”

Bellator version:
“If, at any time during the term, FIGHTER is declared the champion of his weight class, a      
Tournament winner, or a Tournament runner-up, the Term shall be automatically extended                    
for a period commencing on the Termination Date and ending on the earlier of (i) eighteen                  
(18) months from the Termination Date, or (ii) the date in which FIGHTER has participated                   
in three (3) bouts promoted by PROMOTER following the Termination Date (”Extension              
Term”). Any reference to the Term herein shall be deemed to include a reference to the               
extension term where applicable.”



Titles are Ceremonial, but Can Not 

Be Voluntarily Vacated



Titles are Ceremonial, but Can Not 

Be Voluntarily Vacated

“Additionally, Fighter 
expressly agrees that ZUFFA is 
not a sanctioning organization 
and Fighter does not possess           
and cannot assert any property 
right or similar legal interest in 
the UFC Title or in being the 
UFC Champion.”



Ken Shamrock Vs. Zuffa



Ken Shamrock Vs. Zuffa



Ken Shamrock Vs. Zuffa



Ken Shamrock Vs. Zuffa



Congressional Findings
(1) Professional mixed martial arts differs from other major, interstate professional sports industries in the United 

States in that it operates without any private sector association, league, or centralized industry organization to 
establish uniform and appropriate business practices and ethical standards.  This has led to repeated occurrences 
of disreputable and coercive business practices in the mixed martial arts industry, to the detriment of professional 
mixed martial artists nationwide.

2) State officials are the proper regulators of professional mixed martial arts events, and must protect the welfare of 
professional mixed martial artists and serve the public interest by closely supervising mixed martial arts activity 
in their jurisdiction . State mixed martial arts commissions do not currently receive adequate information to 
determine whether mixed martial artists competing in their jurisdiction are being subjected to contract terms and 
business practices which may violate State regulations, or are onerous and confiscatory.

(3) Promoters who engage in illegal, coercive, or unethical business practices can take advantage of the lack of 
equitable business standards in the sport by holding mixed martial arts events in States with weaker regulatory 
oversight.

(4) The sanctioning organizations which have proliferated in the mixed martial arts industry have not established 
credible and objective criteria to rate professional mixed martial artists, and operate with virtually no industry or 
public oversight.  Their ratings are susceptible to manipulation, have deprived mixed martial artists of fair 
opportunities for advancement, and have undermined public confidence in the integrity of the sport.

(5) Open competition in the professional mixed martial arts industry has been significantly interfered with by 
restrictive and anticompetitive business practices of certain promoters and sanctioning bodies, to the
detriment of the athletes and the ticket-buying public.  Common practices of promoters and                      
sanctioning organizations represent restraints of interstate trade in the United States.

(6) It is necessary and appropriate to establish national contracting reforms to protect professional                                         
mixed martial artists and prevent exploitive business practices, and to require enhanced                              
financial disclosures to State athletic commissions to improve the public oversight of the sport."



Purposes of the Act

(1) to protect the rights and welfare of professional 
mixed martial artists on an interstate basis by 
preventing certain  exploitive, oppressive, and 
unethical business practices;

(2) to assist State mixed martial arts commissions in 
their efforts to provide more effective public oversight 
of the sport;  and

(3) to promote honorable competition in       
professional mixed martial arts and enhance the 
overall integrity of the industry.



Coercive Contractual Provisions

§ 6307b. Protection from coercive contracts

(a) General rule

(1)(A) A contract provision shall be considered to be in restraint of trade, contrary to public 
policy, and unenforceable against any mixed martial artist to the extent that it--

(i) is a coercive provision described in subparagraph (B) and is for a period greater than 12 
months;  or

(ii) is a coercive provision described in subparagraph (B) and the other mixed martial artist under 
contract to the promoter came under that contract pursuant to a coercive provision described in 
subparagraph (B).

(B) A coercive provision described in this subparagraph is a contract provision that grants any 
rights between a mixed martial artist and a promoter, or between promoters with respect to a 
mixed martial artist, if the mixed martial artist is required to grant such rights, or a mixed 
martial artist's promoter is required to grant such rights with respect to a mixed martial artist to 
another promoter, as a condition precedent to the mixed martial artist's participation                 
in a professional mma match against another mixed martial artist who is under                
contract to the promoter.



Coercive Contractual Provisions

§ 6307b. Protection from coercive contracts (cont’d)

(b) Promotional rights under mandatory bout contracts

No mixed martial arts service provider may require a mixed martial artist to 
grant any future promotional rights as a requirement of competing in a 
professional mma match that is a mandatory bout under the rules of a 
sanctioning organization.

--The Association of Mixed Martial Arts Commissions (MMAC) shall develop 
and shall approve by a vote of no less than a majority of its member State mma 
commissioners, guidelines for minimum contractual provisions that should be 
included in bout agreements and mixed martial arts contracts. It is the sense of 
the Congress that State mma commissions should follow these MMAC
guidelines.



Supporters of the Ali Act

‘The day this bill is signed into law cannot be soon enough. I pray justice will be done and somehow, 
along the way, honor can be restored to this sport.’’

--Muhammad Ali

“If I said that, I would get sued. If I said what he just said, I would have a lawsuit in 2 days in front of 
my door, getting served, because I am a fighter and I have to go get a lawyer, and I have to go pay for 
litigation. It would drain me out. I would get sued. I mean, this is amazing to me--excuse me for 
cutting you off, I do not want to be ignorant---- but it is amazing that he said what he said, and--just 
assuming--and I am going to tell you, he is telling you the truth. I am telling you, Bernard Hopkins, 
Tom Hauser is telling the truth, but if I say that as a fighter.”

--Bernard Hopkins 

"Imagine a world in which fighters are not taken advantage of financially, title shots are awarded to 
legitimate contenders, and bogus alphabet organizations slowly fade from existence. [I]f the Ali Act 
passes * * * that boxing heaven may just be located right here on earth.”

--Ring Magazine

Bert Sugar, Boxing Historian and former editor of Ring Magazine

Thomas Hauser, Boxing Historian

19 US Attorneys General




